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Students march to save program

’ Students pay
$64 fee hike
due to cuts
Financial help available

Jon Wilms
By Mike Batt
While a program review committee studied a detailed report on the Afro-American
Studies Degree Program Monday, students
wearing paper bags protested the possible
cancellation of the degree.
The students said Monday they were wearing the bags to symbolize the "stripping away"
of their identity, which they say will occur if
the review committee terminates the AfroAmerican Studies Degree Program.
The report the students were protesting
Loio.iuded that the department ano the Alec
American Degree Program are intertwined.

"From our perspective if you don’t have
the degree program then what we’re doing becomes second-rate," said Dr. Carlene Young,
Afro-American Studies Department chairperson.
"It would effect our ability to attract students and faculty," she said. The Afro-American Degree Program was established during
the 1968-69 school year.
A group of about 12 students, wearing
brown paper bags over their heads and chanting "We will do anything possible, we will do
anything necessary." protested outside the
meeting

However, the headline on the flyer being
distributed by the students said the protest was
"to save the Afro-American Studies Department."
The committee consists of chairman Dr. H.
Brett Melendy, dean of undergraduate studies.
two staff members from the Afro-American
Studies Department, two students selected by
the A.S. President Tony Anderson and two faculty members chosen at -large by Melendy.
One of the two students selecte.’ y Anderson must be a member of the Afro-AmericanConnnued on per 3

Former SJSU student convicted,
will receive sentence for murder
By Cessie Mune
More than three years after the
bludgeoning death of SJSU student
Blythe Nielsen,
a jury
has
convicted Donald James Cummings, 26, of her murder, along with
.,the murder of Phyllis Higdon and
assaults on two other women.
A nine-man, three-woman jury
recommended that Cummings, a
former honors student at SJSU and
a participant in the university’s program for ex-offenders, be sentenced
to life in prison without possibility of
parole.
Cummings’ attorney, Bryan
Schechmeister, said that he will appeal the conviction to the state Court
of Appeals in San Francisco Cummings is scheduled to appear Feb. 8
before Judge John Kennedy for final
sentencing

Cummings’ history
Following a 1974 rape conviction
in Contra Costa, Cummings spent
three years at Atascadero State
Hospital. In 1977, he was released
and entered the University Alternative Program at SJSU.

Daily
takes
vacation
The Spartan Daily staff
worked hard to put out this issue
while you were on vacation. Consequently, we will take a vacation tomorrow while you go to
school

Weather
Forecast
Hope you have an umbrella
today. In fact, you better carry
that umbrella tomorrow, too. The
National Weather Service forcast
for the downtown San Jose area
includes showers today and tomorrow. Today the temperature
will range between the mid-50s to
upper-50s. Winds will be to the
southwest at 15 to 30 mph

Psychiatric workers and parole
officers recommended Cummings
for the program because they did
not think he would be a danger to
others.
Cummings majored in political
science and earned a 3.4 GPA.

Ex-offenders program
The ex -offenders program was
dismantled in spring 1981 following
Cummings’ arrest on assault
charges. At that time, SJSU President Gail Fullerton decided not to
seek or accept further funding for
the program
Beginning in 1979, the ex-offenders program came under fire from
city officials including then -councilman Tom McEnery and police
chief Joseph McNamara.
McEnery and McNamara said
the program was not suited to a
campus with crime problems. At the
time, the campus community was
alarmed by a series of assaults
against women.

The trial
Cummings sal quietly through
his six -day trial. The jury found him
guilty of both murder charges and
both assault charges after deliberating for two days.
During separate penalty hearings, Cummings suddenly began
shouting at the jury. According to
witnesses, Cummings told the jury
he had killed the two women and
that he fell no remorse
"Okay, you sons of bitches, I
dare you to kill me," Cummings reportedly shouted as his attorney
pleaded with the jury to give Cummings life imprisonment instead of
the death penalty.
Under California law, a jury
must hear sentencing arguments
separately in cases involving the
death penalty.

The crimes, the investigation
On Nov 4, 1979, twenty -oneyear -old Nielsen was found bludgeoned to death with a piece of firewood in the ground -floor apartment
she shared with her brother on 12th
Street. Her assailant apparently entered the apartment by forcing a
window and beat her to death as she
lay sleeping. Her brother discovered
her body when he returned home
after spending the night with

friends.
On Oct. 12, 1979, a similar
forced-entry attack took place four
blocks away on 12th Street.
A woman was assaulted with a
blunt instrument as she slept in her
ground-floor apartment. The assailant fled when her roommates, awakened by her screams, rushed to her
aid. She sustained cuts on her face,
head and hands that required plastic
surgery.
A series of police mistakes hindered the investigation of these
crimes.
Although Cummings’ fingerprints were found in Nielsen’s apartment, misplaced police files prevented them from being identified
for more than a year.
And even though Cummings
was a registered sex offender, his
fingerprints had not been entered
into computerized police files.
He was eventually arrested on
Dec. 30, 1980.

The arrest
Cummings was first taken into
custody on Dec. 9, 1980 after he cut
his wrist with a kitchen knife in the
Student Union. He was hospitalized
for observation at Valley Medical
Center for two days.
When Cummings tried to claim
his kitchen knife from University
Police, Officer Edwin Anderson recognized Cummings from a composite drawing of a suspect in a Dec. 3,
1980 assault.
However, a warrant was not issued in the case until Dec 30. Cummings was then arrested and
charged with that assault and a Dec.
16, 1979 assault on woman near campus
Then on Jan. 3, 1981, the decomposing body of Phyllis Higdon, 59.
was discovered in her Fifth Street
home. She had been sexually assaulted and stabbed to death. Fingerprints linked Cummings to that
crime and he was charged with murder.
Later, Cummings’ fingerprints
were compared with those found in
Nielsen’s apartment and a second
murder charge was filed.

Accidental release
Another bureaucratic snafu
later resulted in Cummings being
mistakenly released from jail when

ant- murder’
murder charge was dismissed
it could be refiled with other
charges against Cummings. A clerk
set Cummings free when she failed
Continued on pep 3

By Eric Lech
Full-time students at SJSU will pay an additional $64 in fees this semester because of Gov. George Deukmejian’s mid-year cuts in the California State University system’s budget.
Fees for part-time students taking 5.9 units or less rose $21 for the spring
semester.
In an emergency meeting on Jan. 4, the CSU board of trustees voted to
impose the one-time "surcharge" to the State University Fee after Deukmejian ordered the CSU system and the University of California to reduce their
current budgets by 2 percent.
Upon taking office as governor on Jan. 3, Deukmejian ordered cuts in
the state’s two university systems, and froze spending and hiring in all state
agencies in an attempt to get the state’s ballooning budget deficit under control. By the end of the June 30 fiscal year, the state budget is expected to be
between $1.5 billion and $2.4 billion in the red.
The CSU trustees, faced with a funding cut of $18.6 million half-way
through the budget year, apparently had little choice but to raise student
fees.
"Our trustees have only limited alternatives,"said CSU Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds, at the Jan. 4 meeting."These (cuts) are exceedingly difficult
to implement at mid -year when faculty and staff are preparing for, or actually beginning, their academic terms (and) when many students have already paid what they expected to be their total fees for the new term."
The increases are expected to generate $15.9 million system -wide.
Another $3.6 million is expected to be saved system -wide by discontinuing certain courses, cutting administrative costs, and laying-off some parttime instructors and instructional support personnel.
Of the approximate $70 million that Deukmejian expects to save the
state through economic belt-tightening measures, more than one-fourth will
come from the CSU budget, according to CSU statistics.
The fee increases bring the total semester bill for full-time students at
SJSU to $295, while part-time students must pay $201 for the semester.
The deadline for paying the fee increases is Feb. 25, said C. William
Friedrichs, SJSU director of fiscal services. After that date, students will
face disenrollment, he said.
Financial aid is available to assist students for whom the increase is a
hardship, said Donald Ryan, SJSU financial aid director.
Ryan said the trustees have set aside $900,000 of the funds generated by
the increase for student aid.
rid ,,m’y he 2.21e SJSU Omits who ^ecei,,ed atone, fr,r
last semester’s fee increase under the State University Grant Program are
eligible for the additional aid.
The full amount of the increase will be added automatically to students’
financial aid checks. Ryan added.
Short-term emergency loans at an interest rate of 3 percent are also
available, Ryan said.
To get these loans, students must demonstrate that they have the means
to repay the loan, which comes due at the end of the semester in which it is
taken out
Ryan also said that students should apply before March 1 if they think
they will need financial aid for the fal11983 semester.
"We have every reason to believe that fees will increase again next semester, ’ Ryan said.
Gov. Deukmejian’s recommended CSU budget for the 1983-84 budget
year contains proposals for a $230 annual student fee increase, discontinuation of state support for summer sessions, and reductions in library and custodial staffing.

Stadium expansion plan
loses McEnery’s support
By Scott Bent:
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery
has decided to scratch a $2.5 million
city -financed expansion of Spartan
Stadium in favor of other projects,
but expansion proponents are still
hoping to make the 8,000-seat addition.
McEnery, who supported the expansion during his campaign for
mayor and was criticized for taking
part in closed -door meetings with officials and business leaders concerning the project, made his decision public during a luncheon held
by Women in Business at the San
Jose Hyatt House last Wednesday.
Although McEnery said he is not
against expansion, he added, "Spartan Stadium is just a much lower
priority than a number of other
things we’re doing."
In addition to directing general
funds towards services like police
and libraries, the mayor wants to
concentrate on the $50 million expansion of the city’s convention center and also win rights to make San
Jose the site of a $32 million hightechnology museum proposed by the
Junior League of Palo Alto. The museum would featurenew technology
and emphasize Silicon Valleyindustry and is under study now.
Jane Mitchell of the Junior
League said land for the museum
site would be donated by the city se
lected for the site and the buildings
would be paid for with "traditional
fund-raising’ methods
Stadium expansion proponents.
which include President Fullerton,
the athletic department and civic
leaders, are also planning to raise
funds Ernest Lopez, of the university community relations office,

said the planning group could not
make an announcement as to how
the funds would be raised, but
thought any plan would be put into
effect "relatively soon."
SJSU Foundation Director Richard Still said revenue bonds might
be one way of financing the additions, which would add about 2,000
seats to the lop of the west grandstand and about 6,000 seats behind
the end zones.
The 8.000 new seats would increase the stadium’s seating capacity to the 30.000 needed to qualify
SJSU independently as a 1-A school
with the NCAA. Although the SJSU
is already 1-A rated because half the
schools in its conference individually meet the NCAA’s standards,
Still said the university did not
"want to be subject to whims of
change" that might occur within the
PCAA.
Opponents of expansion point
out that SJSU does not meet another
NCAA I -A standard. It does not average 17.000 in attendance at home
once every four years.
Stadium Manager Mark Gale
counters that SJSU’s problem is like
the dilemma of the chicken and the
eggwhich came first? Gale said in
order to attract the bigger schools
like Arizona State, which would in
turn draw crowds that would fill a
larger stadium and boost atten
dance figures, the school needs the
larger I -A size stadium.
Gale said the stadium does occasionly sell out for a football or San
Jose Earthquakes soccer game, and
non -sporting events sometimes fill
the stadium’s teats and playing
field. A Billy Graham crusade averaged 26.000 people daily over an

eight -day period in October 1981, and
Willie Nelson drew 32.000 last July
The proposed expansion is the
second phase of a plan that increased seating from 17,000 to the
current 22,000 in 1980 The earlier addition, which also involved altering
the structure of the stadium so that
seats could be added later, cost
about $3 million, according to Gale.
The addition was paid for with
donations, grants and loans from the
city, industrialist David Packard
and others. The loans are being paid
back over 20 years by 10 percent of
the stadium’s gate receipts.
A 50 percent surcharge might be
added to each ticket to help pay for
any new expansion.
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Student fee increase unfair
After less than a month in office, Gov.
George Deukmejian has already made it
clear that he is no friend of those struggling
to get a college education.
This spring’s fee increases in the California State University system and the University of California are a direct result of
Deukmejian’s order to cut state higher education budgets by 2 percent.
Faced with a deficit in this year’s state
budget of at least $1.5 billion, Deukmejian
has apparently decided to make college students bear the brunt of the state’s financial
problems.
While the budgets of the state’s two university systems amount to less than 10 percent of the state’s general fund, the cuts imposed on them by Deukmejian represent 60
percent of the savings he hopes to realize for
the state.
It’s a dangerous move that Deukmejian
has made, one which will not solve the
state’s financial problems, but which may
eventually prevent many qualified Californians from getting a college education.
Make no mistake. The state budget is in
bad shape. We are probably facing the worst
financial crisis in the state’s history.
However, the economic belt-tightening
measures Deukmejian has put into effect so
far won’t solve the state’s financial woes.

Without a tax increase, Deukmejian’s measures will generate only about $70 million of
the $1.5-billion savings the state needs.
At the same time, Deukmejian has
clearly made more burdensome the cost of
going to a public university in California.
In recent years, that cost has risen dramatically. Fees in the CSU system are double what they were in 1980, while in the U(’
system they are 55 percent higher than two
years ago, according to Patrick M. Callan,
director of the California Postsecondary Education Commission.
What’s worse, the new fee increases
come at a time when the state’s commitment to student financial aid has declined.
The $79-million budget of the California Student Aid Commission, the agency that provides financial support for students who are
too poor to pay for college, declined almost
$1.7 million this year, according to the Los
Angeles Times.
The state budget deficit is California’s
tragedy. All Californians will suffer equally
if the state does not get its financial act together.
Therefore, any solution that Deukmejian and the state Legislature come up with
should place the financial burden evenly,
rather than on the shoulders of college students.
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Sexual stereotypes still around
Entering 1983, we are well past the sexual revolution.
Talking to those who still remember what it was like before the revolution and reading about what it was like, one
realizes how far we have come. But as far as we have
come, all is not well: Sexist stereotypes and role misconceptions are still with us.
Steven Doloff, a writer with the Washington Post, who
teaches English Composition at the Taylor Business Institute in New York on the side, recently gave his students
an in-class essay on what it would be like lobe a member
of the opposite sex for a day. The 100 responses Doloff received form an interesting picture of his students sexual
attitudes.
The female students seemed to have the basic
"macho" image of how it would be to be a male. She, as a

In my opinion...
By Jan Field

he. mostly expressed envy for men’s physical and social
advantages, and a curiosity regarding men’s true feelings
concerning women.
In their essays, more than a third of the women want
to cruise chicks, and they deliberately accosted women in
the streets, in discos and in supermarkets. Some tried the
locker room experience, in which they, as men, discussed
women. Despite their adventures as males, quite a few of
the women ended their essays by saying that they prefered to be women.
The male students, on the other hand, seemed not to
be very interested in being women. Some even spent their
day as a woman running around seeking medical advise
on how to become a man
The few men who saw themselves as businesswomen
came straight home after their office day. The housewives spent their day with domestic chores, cooking dinner for their husbands, watching TV and then going to
bed. The few mt n who went on dates as women went to
the most expensive restaurants and then politely

slammed the door in their escort s lace and went to sleep.
Of course this survey does not represent a cross section of 20-year-old Americans, but the implications are
apparent.
We like to think of ourselves as not hung up on roles
and stereotypes, but most of us are. They are a descriptive part of our language and widely understood.
The sexist stereotypes in Doloff’s essays should not
exist in this time and age. These repressive roles belong
to the past. They are repressive and inhibiting for both
genders. Few men are comfortable staying at home as
the housekeeper while their mates, with better education
and more job possibilities, pursue a career. Our perceived roles do not allow this.
The sexual revolution triggered the gay and lesbian
liberation movement. These new movements did little to
eliminate stereotypes such as the faggot and the dyke.
However, these movements have made people more
aware of the stereotypes.
A few years ago a French movie about a male homosexual couple who had to "straighten" up to impress prospective in-laws, broke new territory and ridiculed several stereotypes and became a box-office hit. Today.
"Tootsie" is a headliner movie where the male lead, Dustin Hoffman, has to dress up in drag to get a job: a story line that probably would not have been acceptable a few
years ago.
These films show that sexual stereotypes are dissolving, although they still exist. As time passes, more people
are becoming aware of these changes.
As Joe Jackson puts it in one of his songs: "Now it’s
all changed, its got to change more, for we think it’s getting better but nobody is really sure."
But still, all is not well. The Valley Girl hype is, of
course, not lobe taken seriously, but when there is a published book which gives you instructions on what a "cool
val" does at the beach: "put on make-up, do your nails.
and check out dudes," it will "fer sure" leave impressions
on the reader.
Think about your own situation and the roles you
play, and which stereotypes apply to you. With a little
honesty, the list may turn out to be longer than you expected. It is not easy to avoid stereotypes, so watch your
language and your actions. It is all right for men to eat
quiche in public, and for women to pump their own gas.
The by-lined articles on this page do not necessarily
represent the view of the Spartan Daily.

In my opinion...

Garbage crisis can be avoided
By John Venturino

future dump site. That is exactly how some San Jose
Americans are running out ot places to dump their residents reacted when Browning-Ferris Industries
garbage because of the habit they have of indiscrimi- wanted to use the area known as Helyer Canyon for a
nately tossing things into the trash can. Bottles, cans, dump. Fortunately for those residents the city council
cardboard pizza cartons, newspapers and a multitude did not approve the site.
But what happens 20 or 30 years down the road
of other items are heaved with reckless abandon into
the circular file, despite the fact that a majority of the when all usable sites are filled? Then although people
things people throw away can be recycled or reused in will scream until their lungs bleed, the essence of rotting carp will still waft into their dining rooms
some way.
This fate needs not be inevitable.
Disposing of the waste people produce in their own
There is a simple alternative.
homes may not present the serious problems involved
People should just start taking a little more rewith highly toxic chemical waste disposal, but finding
places to dump even non-toxic material is getting sponsibility for the garbage they produce. Things such
as bottles, cans ( tin too, not just aluminum), newspaharder and harder to do.
The majority of the "good" dump sites have al- pers and motor oil can all be recycled. Paper and cardready been utilized and are filling up fast. There is no board cartons can be burned in a fireplace. Apartment
way to create land mass, so we must make do with dwellers can ask their landlords if there is an incinerator.
what we have.
Unlandscaped soil in the backyard can be made
Most college students don’t give much thought to
the things they throw away. Once an item has outlived into compost heaps. Food wastes such as coffee
its usefulness it simply gets tossed into the can. When grounds, egg shells and orange peels can bt buried and
the can is full it goes out to the curb. Then at some ung- will eventually turn into plain old dirt again.
Another sound ecological idea is to cut down on the
odly hour the next morning the garbagemen jolt people
out of deep sleep as they come to haul the refuse away. number of plastic containers purchased. Most food
All that must be done is to remember to put the can on items that are packaged in plastic containers also
the curb once a week and pay the bill on time, and the come in glass or paper ones as well.
Granted, there is no way to completely avoid
trash magically disappears into thin air. Right?
Wrong. Once the garbagemen pick up the trash throwing things in the trash. There will always bc
they take it to that enchanted land known as "the things you must buy which cannot be burned, buried,
dump." Some people may remember being taken or recycled. But when one thinks about it, those things
there as children. Fathers loaded up the station wagon probably make up a tiny percentage of what is now
with tree trimmings, old tires,worn mattresses and thrown in the trash.
This country is past the point of having the luxury
maybe a go-cart that was never quite finished, taking
the children along for the ride. He may have joked of thinking only of the here and now. If people act
about leaving the children there, causing them to cry. wisely, the coming garbage crisis can be avoided If
Just the thought of being left in such an awful, smelly, they do not act now to prevent this coming crisis, they
will have no one to blame but themselves.
ugly place was terrifying.
The by-lined articles on this page do not necessar
Most people would scream bloody murder if their
city council approved the land behind their house for a ily represent the view of the Spartan Daily.

TALKMAN:
’What is your opinion of the $64 student fee increase?’

Asked at various locations around campus.

It was a complete surprise for me. I thought that
we should have gotten
early warning on that. I
finished everything that I
had to pay. All I had was
books, but now with this
itjust caught me by surprise
Chi Joe
Industrial Technology
senior

I thought that last semester they said that they
would have a one-time increase stuck on to our tution. I just hope it’s not $295
next semester, I’ll have to
go too junior college.
Mark Williams
Aeronautics
junior

Of course it makes you
mad. If you are living
alone and you’re on your
own and you’re independent, ills hard to come up
with the extra money.
Florence Doody
Social Work
sophomore

I knew it was coming
sooner or later. Everybody
else pays for it (their education). I don’t like it but
that’s one of the things that
you have to pay (for).
Marek Sawczuk
Mathematics
senior

I think that they should
be able to predict beforehand what the fees will be
and not tack on this 250 or
$80 afterwards. And I hear
that it’s because the Governor borrowed the money,
which perturbs me a little
bit.
Becky Roy
Human Performance
senior
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Cummings convicted
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Faculty member at -large Larry Gerston, associate
professor of political science, said, "It is my understanding that the department itself is not in jeopardy."
Gerston said the question was whether or not the university should continue giving out a degree based on a
number of graduates over a several year period. He said
the Afro-American Studies Degree Program was given a
"temporary lease on life" in 1979.
Gerston estimated that a final decision would not be
made for four or five weeks.
"We look at programs every year in terms of prodtctivity," Melendy said. "The fundamental question is
should there be a degree."
Melendy observed that the program would not be in
jeopardy if some of the students who were protesting the
degree program termination had a declared major in
Afro-American Studies.
The CSU system specifies that a degree program
award at least 10 degrees per year. The Afro-American
studies program has not attained the minimum number of
degrees over the last six years.

Cummings was convicted on Jan. 3, 1983.
to notice another murder charge still pending against
him.
An anonymous caller tipped off the district attorney’s
office that Cummings was no longer in jail. He was picked
up two days later at a friend’s home in Aptos.
Cummings’ trial was delayed when public defender
Bryan Schechmeister requested the trial be moved to another county. Schechmeister also asked the judge to order
separate trials for the two murder charges.
Both motions were denied and appealed. The last
obstacle was removed when the California Supreme
Court denied the request for separate trials.

In 1982, Nielsen’s family unsuccessfully sued SJSU
and CSU officials for negligence in allowing Cummings to
attend the school. The suit charged that university officials were responsible for providing a safe campus environment. Judge Bruce Allen dismissed the suit on June 1,
1982.
Nielsen’s father, Doran Nielsen of Fremont, told reporters, "They never should have had sex offenders in
that program. These people ) university officials) have
got to he responsible "

Aid lost to draft resistors
By Craig Carter
Male college students
born from 1961 to 1964 will
not receive federal financial aid unless they register for the draft, according
to a congressional amendment passed last year.
The new law, will go
into effect July 1 and will
reguire students to produce a copy of the official
Registration Acknowledgment Letter received from
the Selective Service in
order to be eligible for federal financial aid.
Additionally, all students filing for financial
aid must certify that they
have complied with Se-

lective Service registration
requirements.
All students filing for
financial aid currently
must sign a Statement of
Educational Purpose/Registration
Compliance,
which simply indicates
that the student will spend
his financial aid money
only for school expenses.
Under the U.S. Department of Education’s proposed regulations, the educational purpose statement
will be expanded to include
students’ certification that
they have complied with
draft registration requirements.
Peace and student
groups have expressed outrage at the law and at least
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one organization, the Minnesota Public Interest Research Group, has responded with a lawsuit
against the Education Department and Selective
Service.
SJSU’s Financial Aid
Department is already requiring students applying
for 1983-84 aid to prove
their compliance with registration laws, said departDonald
director
ment
Ryan.
Ryan said the financial
aid office cannot do anything without the Selective
Service letter.
Ryan said he could not
estimate how many of the
4,000-5,000 SJSU students
receiving financial aid
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would be affected by the
regulations because the financial aid department
keeps no age or sex breakdowns in its records.
He indicated that because the average age of
an SJSU student is about
26, and because many financial aid students are
war veterans and women,
that a minority of SJSU
students would be directly
affected.

The best year for the program was 1979-1980, when
five students received degrees.
Young, however, said she does not think the quantitative criteria accurately reflects the department. She
would prefer that a qualitative criteria be used to review
the department.
"Using a single criteria, such as the number of graduates, doesn’t say anything about this department," she
said. Young called the minimum number of degrees specified by the CSU a "purely arbitrary figure."
As of the fall 1982 semester, three students enrolled
with a declared major in the Afro-American Studies Degree Program, according to Melendy.
Melendy also said the Afro-American Studies Department is not in danger. He said that the philosophy, mathematics, English, history and ethnic studies departments
are all protected.

Forms of aid affected
are Guaranteed Student
Loans, National Direct Student Loans, Pell Grants,
PLUS Auxiliary Loans,
State Student Incentive
Grants, and Work-Study
Assistance.

Melendy said the chancellor’s office "mandates" that
every degree program undergo a program review every
five years.
He said that people often get confused over what is ac -
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i n trouble?

Sirens at 11 am
If you are planning on sleeping in Friday morning,
prepare to be blasted out of bed at 11 a.m.
Santa Clara County’s Office of Emergency Services
will be conducting a two-minute test during which more
than 130 sirens will be switched on.
The sirens will give a steady one-minute blast, followed by a minute of silence, and then end with a one-minute, wavering signal.
The tests are conducted every three months to ensure
that the warning devices will be working in the event of a
major disaster,
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tually being reviewed. He said he has even received calls
from the chancellor’s office in regards to letters they received inquiring about the termination of the Afro-American Studies Department.
"Once you take away the degree, the department
could come next," Young said. The students protesting
said that many of the black studies programs at Foothill
Community College have already been eliminated.
"I don’t feel we have zeroed in on the Afro-American
Studies Degree Program." Melendy said. He said the botany, French and German degree programs are also under
review.
Young said that the department and degree program
are self-sustaining.
The meeting was adjourned after about an hour so the
members could review the report.
The program review committee will forward its recommendation to the school curriculum committee.
Melendy said regardless of what happens to the degree program, the Afro-American Studies Department
would be able to offer "essentially the same number of
classes."
The committee will meet again on Tuesday at 2:00
pm

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 9,50 ACT NOW!
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Intensity in tent city
By Wig Napo

SJSU a
group of tents huddled together in a small clearing.
The Guadalupe Parkway
overpass loomed above
them. Beside them, Guadalupe River roared by. The
tents went up Jan. 7. They
came down on Tuesday.
As SJSU students embark on a new semester.
hix blocks trom

the tuture is uncertain for
the residents of the place
that we called Tent City.
Elizabeth Mast, 51.
had lived in Tent City since
Jan. 18. Her home was a
bright blue tent and her
bed was a gingham -print
sleeping bag. Her belongings were piled in the corner. She has no job and no

where else to go
"They just didn’t want
me any more, so that was
it," Mast said of her deparMagnolia
ture
from
Manor, a board -and-care
facility in San Jose where
she worked. She was fired
at the end of September.
There were about 60
residents at Tent City. No

one is sure of the exact
number because more people arrived every day. No
one was turned away,
according to Charlie Scott,
one of the original residents.
Among the items donated were tents, bedding,
clothing, and most importantly, food. At the height

Elizabeth Mast, 51, lived in the tent city for one week before the city evacuated residents from the makeshift settlement because i
flood predictions

of the media attention, people were bringing in boxes
of food every 15 or 20 minutes, according to Mast.
"The food is good,"
Dale Troll, 18, said. "We
get three square meals a
day."
People
take
turns
cooking and keeping the
area clean.
"Everybody pitches in
on everything," Troll said.
The people are of different ages. Troll is one of
the youngest residents. He
recently lost his job as a
telephone reservationist.
His friend told him about
Tent City.
He has gotten used to
the "sightseers" and the
reporters from all over the
country who seem to be always around.
Since the press coverage began there have only
been a few temporary job
offers for the men. The
eight women residents
have had no prospects.
Everyone hopes to find
work, but most are pessimistic about their chances.
the
checked
"I’ve
newspapers, I’ve checked
everywhere I can think of.
There’s just nothing out
there," Mast said.
To pass the time, Mast
read supermarket tabloids
which were donated, or she

Many of tho tent city people drank coffee and smoked cigarettes while sitting grouped at campfires
walked to the fire area and
talked with some of the others.
The fire area was a circle of makeshift chairs
around a rusty oil drum.
Inside the drum the fire
blazed. Usually, something
was cooking--a pot of potatoes or a can of chili.
"It gets pretty boring," Troll said. He sometimes goes down to the
Greyhound bus station to
watch the TV news reports
on Tent City. It costs a
quarter for 15 minutes.
Although
everyone
would like to find a job,
survival is the first priority. Until last weekend the
biggest threat was evic

Tuesday Tent City was
hon. At first, the authorities seemed to be unsure of evacuated before an exwhlt to do with Tent City. pected storm hit. The peoThe residents went before ple are being housed in the
the San Jose City Council First Christian Church of
San Jose. The staff of Tent
on Jan. 18.
"They are really try- City is busy trying to find a
ing to help us, but can’t permanent home.
Even if the river reseem to come to any agreement right now," Scott cedes, Tent City will no
longer be found under the
said.
But on Sunday night overpass. On Wednesday
the storm came. Now morning a chain link fence
Mother Nature seems to be was placed around the lot
the one forcing the evic- and police were standing
tion.
by to keep people out.
"Don’t you think if I
"The river was just
two feet from here," Mast could find a job I’d take
said, "and then part of the it?" Mast said the day bebridge came down."
fore the evacuation. "I
Police blocked San don’t like this, but it’s the
Fernando Street to stop best place I can be right
traffic from crossing the now, because I have no
little San Fernando bridge where else to go and I don’t
over Guadalupe River. A feel like I could walk the
large section of concrete streets day and night."
was ripped from beside the
Unless a building can
bridge as the river rushed be found to house the peoby during the height of the ple, however, that may be
storm.
the only alternative for
No one was sure of Mast and the other resiwhat would happen. Then dents of Tent City.

Martin Evans (above) sorts through the shelves of donated food.
Plastic covers the food to protect it from the rain. Behind him,
Guadalupe River rustics by. A tattered flag (right ’ hangs limply
from one of the tents. On Wednesday, after the evacuation, a
chain link fence (below surrounds the vacant lot where Tent City
once stood. No trace of the 60 people is found Only the mud re
mains
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SUBOD discusses
Rec Center plans
Architectural panel reviews proposals
By Carrie Hagen
The Recreational and Events Center at SJSU is right
on schedule, according to Ronald Barrett, Student Union
director. In a special meeting of the Student Union Board
of Directors held Jan. 18, the REC Center was the primary topic discussed.
"We talked about architect selection, we talked about
funding, and we talked about priorities for the type of facilities that should be built," Barrett said.
Last November, about 50 architectural firms submitted proposals. The S.U. Board and university officials
screened the proposals and reduced the number to 32.
Those 32 are currently being reviewed by a panel of California architects, Barrett said. The panel will recommend approximately six firms.
The Board will interview the architects and will in
turn recommend three to the Board of Trustees, who will
make the final selection and appoint the firm in March.
At the meeting, the Board also set four priorities for
the proposed REC Center facilities. The priorities were
established with the idea that as the money becomes
available, more of the priorities can be constructed.
The first priority is an Events Center which will provide facilities for concerts, stage presentations, and trade
shows. It will seat between 8,500 and 10,500 people.
The second priority will have additional facilities for
handball, racquetball, and squash courts plus facilities
for weight training and body conditioning.
The third priority would be a separate Events Center
and Recreation Center. The final priority would include
an aquatics facility.
"The Board, in accepting those priorities, realized

that funding will probably be available for priorities one
through three and not priority four," Barrett said.
Barrett said the fourth priority will be deferred, but
planned for and possibly funded in the future.
Funding for the REC Center is by bonds and student
fees. Because of the dropping interest rate on the bonds,
the funding is in a more favorable position now, according
to Barrett.
Students began paying a 610 fee last fall. That fee will
be raised in the fall of 1984 to $40. Construction will begin
in Spring 1985 and will take about two years to complete.
"By the third year we would be covering operating
costs through operating income," Barrett said. Concerts
will be scheduled first because they can generate a lot of
income.
The uses for the REC Center, in order of importance,
are as follows: student recreational use, major studentsponsored events, university uses, and other public
events.
Barrett believes that the Center will be run in a similar way as the Student Union. The public will be encouraged to use the facility for special events, but only when
school is not in session.
"The Board is committed to a policy of use by those
people who have contributed to the center but are no
longer students," Barrett said. "The details of that will
need to be worked out, but that was part of the original
commitment, and I’m sure the Board will honor it.’
The REC Center was first proposed by Tony Robinson, then AS President, in October 1981. A REC referendum was included on the ballot in the March 1982 Associated students elections. It passed by a 58.8 percent vote

Pub gears up for Super Bowl
with Import Beer of the Month,
new house wines, happy hour
By Rochelle Fortier
Why sit at home watching the Super Bowl on Jan. 30
when you can relax in the congenial atmosphere of the
Spartan Pub?
The pub will be open from Ito 8 p.m. on Sunday, so
you can root for the Miami Dolphins or the Washington
Redskins, while watching big screen TV, eating 75-cent
jumbo hot dogs, and drinking your favorite brew.
Starting this semester the pub will feature an Import
Beer of the Month. This month’s beer is Bass Ale, an English beer, selling for $2.25 a pint.
"We’ve sold a lot this month, a lot more than I expected," said Joann Basher-Marahrens, pub manager.
Hamm’s is this semester’s house beer, selling at 55
cents for a 9-oz. glass, $1 for a 16-oz. glass, and $3 for a
pitcher.
Free samples of the frosted wine cocktails are available at the bar until the end of this week. They were added

to the menu last semester but "We’ve changed recipies,"
Basher-Marahrens said
The house wine this semester is Butticci wine, available in Chablis, Rose and Burgundy.
There is usually live entertainment on Thursdays and
Fridays, starting around 8 p.m.
"Hopefully we can have entertainment this week, but
if not, then for sure next week," Basher-Marahrens said.
"I’d like to get more from the music department,"
she added. "Last semester we had the SJSU Jazz Choir."
The pub is open Monday through Wednesday, 11 a.m.
to 11:30 p.m., and Thursday through Friday, 11 a.m. to
12:30p.m.

Thursday. January 21, 1983

PReagan proposes tax cuts
By Cassie MacDult
Middle-ncome families may find it easier to send
their children to college if Congress enacts a special,
tax-free Education Savings Account as proposed Tuesday by President Reagan in his State of the Union address.
The tax-free savings account would be an incentive
to lower- and middle-income families to set aside funds
for their childrens’ college education, Reagan said. The
Education Savings Account is part of Reagan’s fourpart plan to "revitalize American education."
The plan would include block grants to upgrade science and mathematics instruction, tuition tax credits
for parents who send children to private or parochial
schools and a Constitutional amendment to allow prayer
in public schools.
"God should never have been expelled from America’s classrooms in the first place," Reagan said. The remark drew cheers from some of the congressmen. Cabinet members, Supreme Court justices and diplomats
gathered in House chambers to hear his third State of
the Union message.
Reagan continued to predict economic recovery for
the nation. He called for a federal spending freeze and a
’standby’ tax increase that would go into effect in 1985
only if economic recovery did not reduce the size of future deficits.
’So far we have only cut the rate of increase in federal spending,’ Reagan said. Under his proposed plan,
spending would be allowed to grow in 1984 only at the
projected rate of inflation, or five percent. Domestic
spending would grow only two percent while military

spending would grow at 14 percent.
Reagan again blamed federal budget deficits on the
"uncontrolled growth of the budget for domestic spending. During the 1970’s, the share of our national income
devoted to this domestic spending increased by more
than 60 percent from 10 cents out of every dollar produced by the American people to 16 cents," Reagan
said.
"Contrary to the drumbeat we have been hearing
for the last few months, the deficits we face are not
rooted in defense spending," Reagan said. "Taken as a
percentage of the gross national product, our defense
spending happens to be only four -fifths of what it was in
1970."
In 1970 the Vietnam war was at its height.
Although most of the president’s speech was devoted to the economy and domestic policy, he reaffirmed his commitment to restoring "the strength of our
national defense."
Reagan pledged to oppose any attempt to eliminate
the third installment of his three-year tax -reduction program the 10 percent cut in income tax rates scheduled
for July 1. He said he also would oppose any change in
his plan to index tax brackets to keep inflation from automatically raising tax bills.
Reagan vowed to continue work toward equality for
women, praised the work of the Bipartisan Commission
on Social Security, and asked Congress to enact the Employment Act of 1983 to help retrain displaced workers
and the long-term unemployed.
Reagan said he wants to extend the unemployment compensation program and to reduce the minimum
wage for youths’ summer jobs.

"New" student stress exists
By Alicia Tippets
Are you experiencing a
change in eating or sleeping habits? Irritability?
Preoccupation? If so, you
may be suffering from
what Kent B. McLaughlin
calls the "early warning
signs" of stress.
McLaughlin, a counselor at SJSU, said other
signs of stress include difficulty in concentrating and
remembering, headaches,
stomach problems, and
like
reactions
anxiety
rapid heart palpitations
and cold, sweaty palms.
"Students feel different pressures" than they
have in the past, he said.
The "new pressures" are
questions and uncertainties about economics and
careers.
long-standing
"The

pressures,"
McLaughlin
said, "are relationships,
whether choosing a partner for life or social
relationships."
Another
counselor,
Marjorie Craig, said that
changing campuses may
cause stress in some students because it is a "transitional period."
Craig said that people
who have responsibilities
such as families and jobs
can create more stress for
themselves by attending
classes because it adds to
their responsibilities.
Younger students who
have expectations that
aren’t met can also feel
stress, she said.
According to Psychology Professor Thomas
Tutko, there are different
kinds of stress. "Realistic
stress" is worrying about

the future, for example,
but keeping it in perspective and not worrying
about "the phantom."
"Neurotic stress" is
stress that is out of hand
and the person doesn’t "actively do anything about
it
There are several good
ways of coping with and alleviating stress.
"The first line of defense," Tutko said, "is to
make sure you eat well,
rest, and exercise.
"The second line of defense is to set time aside
for yourself each day."
Another way to reduce
stress is to structure time.
Tutko said that students
should structure time for
subjects in order of importance, and in such a way
that progress is possible
and visible

Belonging to a group
where a person feels comfortable and being able to
talk things out with someone are ways to reduce
pressure,
stress
and
according to Craig and McLaughlin.
Craig said there are
academic courses like the
one in the Department of
Human Performance that
deal with stress reduction.
SJSU’s Counseling Services will have a series of
seminars dealing with
stress reduction, study
skills, and managing time.
McLaughlin said that
although there are numerous exceptions, he thinks
that "considering what
they’re dealing with, students are handling it
(stress) quite well. They
are a very adaptable species."

The pub will not be open on Saturdays anymore unless there is a special sports event, Basher-Marahrens
said.
Happy Hour is 4 to 6 every night.

A.S. fund now at $6,000
By Mike Holm
SJSU’s Associated Student General Fund will start
out better this semester because of a defunct yearbook
project which increased the fund’s coffers to $6,000.
At a meeting with SJSU President Gail Fullerton last
Thursday, A.S. President Tony Anderson was told that enrollment would be higher than the 24,000 on which this
year’s AS. budget is based. This means more students
paying A.S. fees, and a surplus which can be put into the
general fund.
At the end of last fall the general fund had only $149.
This money had been requested by the Pre-Law Association to provide tests to help its members prepare for the
I,SAT.
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Anderson vetoed that request along with the A.S.
Board.
Of the improvement in enrollment, Anderson said,
"We are easily over what we had estimated."
The general fund, meant to cover emergencies and
provide funds for campus groups not included in the regular budget, has about the same amount of money in it as
at the beginning of the fall semester.
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Arena add/drop ’orderly’
By Mike McGuire
Traditionally, arena registration has been a time of
hectic last-minute schedule changes.
But when this semester’s fee increase is combined
with the usual frustrations of registration (like driving
through the rain and mud only to find that the class you
need to graduate has closed minutes before), the possibilities for mass hysteria are tremendous.
Fortunately, things didn’t go too badly this semester.
Although there were long lines at times, on the whole,
things proceeded without turmoil.
"Very average,’ said Harrison McCreath, chairman
for the Humanities department, when asked about registration,"actually its been pretty orderly."
"Things look very smooth, no problems," said John
Brooke, geology professor.
The "arena" area was relatively quiet with students
circulating among the tables for different departments,
and only a few muttered oaths when people found out that
their classes had been closed.
Many of the student workers put in 10-and 12-hour
days giving aid to students having problems with their
programs or simply trying to find the cashier’s area.
Reaction to the fee increase was matter-of-fact.
"Well, I don’t mind it," said Steve Noll, a freshman,

Ntrilien Schmidt

last five
"but I’ve been working as a carpenter for the
years."
"If I was a regular student, I’d be pretty upset," Noll
added.
Any anger about the fee increase seemed to stem
from the short notice students were given.
"I had a perfectly -planned budget for the semester,"
said Kevin Begely, a freshman. "Now I’m going to be $64
short and I’m going to have to borrow some money from
my father.
"I just got back from a year in Norway and the government paid for my education," Begely said. "They pay
for everyone’s schooling because they value education.
"Here they don’t seem to value it as much," he
added.
The workers in the cashier’s area took the brunt of the
students’ anger.
However, students seemed resigned to paying the additional fees if they wanted to go to school.
"We had one radical student in here Tuesday," said
Katy Miellich, a worker in the cashier’s area, "she was
very irate, but later she returned with a flower and apologized."

New, independent sorority joins SJSU Greek system
By Wry Hooper
The SJSU Greek system is starling off the semester
with a new member-- Zeta Pi Omega sorority.
The sorority was started over the semester break and
the first 13 active members were initiated Jan. 10.
Founding members Laurie Abate, president, and
Michelle Miller, vice president, decided to start ZPO
when they became dissatisfied with the sororities already
on campus.
"We went through formal rush. We saw all of the sororities and we felt that none were right for us, so we
started our own," Abate said.
"We are different from other sororities because we
don’t have a national to answer to and we are not a member of Panhellenic," she continued.
The Panhellenic Council is the governing body for
SJSL"s six other sororities.

Because they are not affiliated with a national sorority or Panhellenic, ZPO has no rigid set of rules to adhere
to.
"We are basing our house on sisterhood. That will
come first," Miller said. "Rules and regulations will definitely not get in the way of the sisterhood,’ she added.
With the thought of a strong sisterhood in mind, Abate
and Miller began recruiting what they call "the right kind
of girls."
"We didn’t set out to get any certain number of girls,"
Miller said. "We have to get 15 members before we are officially recognized by SJSU, but we really want the kind
of girl who will fit in with us, someone who is as dedicated
to Zeta Pi Omega as we are.
"All the girls who have joined so far have been so
helpful. In the beginning, there was a lot of pressure on
Laurie Abate) and me, but now everyone is pulling their

own weight and it is working beautifully. Everything is
falling into place like it’s destiny," Miller continued.
Abate and Miller said that before ZPO joins Panhellenic, they would like to see the house affiliate with a national sorority.
"We won’t do that before we are ready, though,"
Abate said. "If we are ready in a year and the whole sorority is in favor of it, we’ll do it. It might take more time.
It might take less. Most of all, we have to be strong."
Before ZPO joins Panhellenic, there is a set of rules
they will have to adopt, according to Panhellenic President Michelle Barone.
"If they are really serious about becoming a sorority,
they’re going to have to follow the proper procedures,"
Barone said, "even the rules that aren’t really written,
that you just follow.
"A lot of people have the impression that all sorority

are on us!
Free Fountain Coke!

The drinks

girls do is go over to fraternities and party all day, that we
don’t study and that we are generally wild people," she
said.
In an effort to change this impression, Panhellenic
has adopted a set of guidelines, according to Barone.
"Sororities on this campus have set high standards
for themselves. We try to keep our grades higher than average. We help out with campus programs a lot. But
mainly there are certain rules, like no alcohol is allowed
in the houses and men can’t go in the bedrooms. It’s all for
our protection. If Zeta Pi Omega is willing to abide by our
code, they are welcome to join Panhellenic," she said.
Because some of ZPO’s present members originally
pledged to join other sororities on campus, they will not
be able to join Panhellenic until the fall semester of 1983,
according to Barone.
"They will be invited to come to the meetings, though.
If they are willing to work with us, we are willing to work
with them," she said.
Abate also stressed interest in working with Panhellenic.
"We want to work with them because we want to become a part of this campus. We want to be strong because
we believe in Zeta Pi Omega and we want other people to
believe in Zeta Pi Omega."

Financial aid office
expects long lines

1 PER PIZZA

By Cheryl Clemmons

UNTIL MAY 31,1983

SJSU students should expect long lines again when financial aid disbursement takes place Feb. 1-4 in the Student Union.
Donald Ryan, SJSU Director of Financial Aid, said
that long lines are normal, but because the financial aid
office moved to new quarters at the end of last semester,
there will be additional space and staff to take care of students.
Dispersement hours are 8: 30 a.m.- 4: 30 p.m.
The new financial aid office is in Wahlquist South 208.
Ryan said he encourages students who are applying
for financial aid for the fall semester to submit applications between now and March 1.
Students who anticipate a problem in paying the increase in fees this semester may contact the financial aid
office to inquire about a short-term loan.
"A student must have a source of repayment, and the
loan has to be paid back by the end of the semester,"
Ryan said.
The deadline for paying the emergency increase is
Feb. 25.
Financial aid students who receive State University
grants will have $64 automatically added to their financial aid checks to cover the fee increase.
University fees are expected to rise again next fall,
Ryan said, and students should apply early for a statesponsored Cal Grant. The application deadline is Feb. 9.
"It is going to be more difficult to find money to pay
college costs next year, and students cannot afford to
overlook any financial aid deadlines,"said Arthur S. Marmaduke, Director of the California Student Aid Commission. ’Another problem is the student who fails to apply,
believing incorrectly that government cutbacks have
eliminated all student aid programs," Marmaduke said.
Guaranteed student loans for college students
dropped 22 percent last year because of confusion over
who is eligible. Gary Bauer, deputy undersecretary for
planning and evaluation with the Education Department
in Washington said there was a lot of confusion over the
nature of the administrations budget proposals, and
many students were discouraged from applying for financial aid.
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Want to learn a

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend
class regularly?
Find out about self-paced
individualized learning in
FRENCH, GERMAN. ITALIAN,
PORTUGUESE AND SPANISH.

Variable Credit
1-5 units
For further information:
Contact Foreign Language Dept,
277-2577
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Spartans face Long Beach
wrestlers ranked 15th
By David Reznicek
The Spartan wrestlers
take on upset -minded Lung
Beach State tonight at 7:30
in the San Jose State gym.
The Spartans, ranked
15th in the nation, are
sporting a 16-4 record with
three of those losses coming by less than two points.

4

SJSU’s lone whipping
came at the hands of
L S.U.the 12th -ranked Tigers trampling the Spartans 29-13.
Two Spartans are having particularly outstanding seasons.
John Mittlestead, a
134-pounder, has been in
and out of the national
rankings throughout the
season. He takes a 23-4 record in against the rival
49ers.
According to coach
T.J. Kerr, Mittlestead is a
stand -out. "He’s (Mittlestead) very well conditioned
and when he’s up for the
match he really goes and
tears into the guy. lie’s not
a skill wrestler. He’s more
of an animal type," Kerr
said.
Lending support to the
rampaging Mittlestead is
Andy Tsarnas, the Spartans 190-pounder.
Despite a year that
Kerr describes as "on and

off," Tsarnas has compiled
a 20-6-1 record and is a certain contender for the
PCAA title.
The Spartans must
shift into high gear in preparation for the PCAA
championships where they
must face archrival Utah
State.
The Aggies are the
other class wrestling act in
the PCAA, and will no
doubt present the biggest
hurdles in the Spartans bid
for the NCAA.
The Spartans wrestled
to a 9th place finish in last
year’s NCAA tournament,
the best placing in the
team’s history.
Kerr
is
optimistic
about this team’s chances.
"They could be better
than past teams. It’s just a
matter of whether we can
get the guys to go for it in
the NCAAs," he said.
Injuries could be the
primary roadblock in the
Spartans journey.
Brian Canali, a 118pounder, was lost for the
season due to back injury.

About the only thing that
isn’t in it is the theme music!
It debuted on October 2, 1959 and
over the next five years and 156
episodes, it charted a territory all its
own filled with magic, horror, and
wonder. Now submitted for your approval, is THE TWILIGHT ZONE COM
PANION, Profusely illustrated with
over 200 photos, this definitive vol
ume combines evocative synopses
of each episode with cast and credit
listings, incisive commentary and
colorful behind -the-scenes recollec
tions. $9.95 wherever books are
sold or order directly from the pub
lisher by including $1.25 for postage
and handling.

Al Perez and Brad
Gustafson have been out of
the lineup throughout the
season because of nagging
knee injuries.

’A massive accomplishment that could become
a masterpiece on the order of The Athcon Queen’ "

fitzcarraido

Rex Reed

A Film by Werner Herzog .
Starring
KLAUS KINSKI
CLAUDIA CARDINALE
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Spartan wrestler Pat Huyck, shown here in the grasp of an Oregon State opponent, is off to a slow
start, but the Spartan Wiestling team is flying high, ranked 15th in the nation. The Spartans take on
Long Beach State 7:30 tonight in the men’s gym.
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Spartans visit Irvine, go for fifth straight win
By Liu BAN*

SJSU spring sports plentiful,
reader comments encouraged
Well, it’s that time of year again! Time for all of us to
prepare for the daily grind of the 1983 spring semester. If
you’re like I am, the constant pressure of studying for
midterms and attending lecture classes can be both
ressful and monotonous. But take heart, fellow stunts! We have a whole semester of exciting spring sports
to look forward to at SJSU.
Since I’m sure this is the first section you turn to
every time you pick up the paper, 1 naturalluy want to
keep your interest. I have set two modest goals as your
sports editor. Ii To include a sports page in the paper everyday. 2) To provide you with accurate, up-to-date information and colorful commentary on a variety of sports.
We’ve got a lot of spring sports going on campus from
basketball to golf and tennis, and we plan to give exposure
to every one of them. I’m hoping to project the sports
page as more than just a publicity sheet for men’s basketball.
We have some really great teams representing SJSU.
The Lady Spartans basketball team, for instance, are 13-5.
second in the NorPac conference in win-loss percentage,
going into tonight’s game against the California Bears.
Our SJSU wrestling team is currently ranked 15th ( yes,
15th) in the country. Our men’s golf team placed third in
their first tournament earlier this week and our baseball
team promises to be better than their 14-39 record last
year.
To be sure, there are certainly other objectives I will
set out to accomplish as sports editor.
Women’s sports, in particular, have not been given
the exposure I feel they deserve, and with increased interest among fans growing year after year, I think it is only
fair to give them more exposure, if not equal coverage to
men’s sports. Women’s basketball, swimming, fencing,
gymnastics and tennis teams will all receive fair coverage.
Descriptive, accurate writing would also be a nice objective to fulfill for the sports page, naturally. I’d also like
to include more comments from the players themselves,
and project them as more than just jocks responsible for a
bunch of statistics. They deserve to be heard from.
At the same time, I wish to avoid vapid, banal sports
jargon and quotes like, ’Yea, we played good.’ How many
times have you heard comments like, ’We need more consistency’? Some typical comments like these are unavoidable, but I’d like to keep them to a minumum for both the
readers’ and players’ sake.
Recreational sports such as bowling and skiing will
also be given coverage from time to time. Our bowling
team is ranked second in the nation, incidentally.
Finally, since no one operates in a vacuum. I need
your feedback if what you want to read is going to appear
in the paper. If you want to see more of a particular sport
in the paper or if you want one eliminated entirely, let me
now. The sports pages can only get better *W.-your
input.
So brace yourselves for an exciting semester of SJSU
;ports. We’ll enjoy covering them, and we hope you enjoy
reading about them.

A fine Swiss watch is known for its superior machinery each of the parts doing its job to make the watch
tick.
A basketball team, especially a successful one, is also
a combination of different parts contributing to the operation of the whole.
And in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association, the
Spartans are slowly but surely meshing into a sort of machine, each player taking advantage of his talents and
merging them into a winning combination. And now
they’re realy ticking.
"We’re not playing quite like a machine, yet," said
Spartan head coach Bill Berry. "But we’re getting
there."
Indeed. After losing their first two league contests,
Berry’s Spartans have won four in a row and lifted their
record to 9-7, 3-2 in the PCAA.
On the heels of a 58-57 squeaker over Santa Barbara
Saturday, SJSU will take the makings of this almost-machine on the road tonight to visit the Anteaters of UC Irvine.
Last time around, the Anteaters were 81-78 victims of
the Spartans’ new-found determination and confidence.
This time will be different, according to Berry.
"We’re going to try to beat them by more than just
three points, that’s for sure," he said.
In order to do that, though, SJSU will have to dismantle the Anteaters’ own socring machine the combination of Ben McDonald and George Turner.
"We’ll have to do a better job locating Turner," Berry
said. "He’s got good range and really likes those threepointers."
Tuner has been a demon with the three-point shot, hi(
ting 20-of-38 for 52.6 percent on the season. He dropped in
five-of-ten three-pointers in the loss to SJSU.
McDonald, Irvine’s only returning starter, was
named PCAA Player of the Week for scoring 56 points in
the past two games, including a career-high 31 in the Anteaters’ 76-74 upset of Fresno State.
Irvine’s record of 10-6, 2-3 in league, is misleading,
according to head coach Bill Mulligan.
"We could very easily be 14-2," he said. "We’ve been
in every game, even with all the new kids. The only times
I don’t think we could have beaten are Idaho and Fullerton." The Anteaters lost to league powerhouse Las
Vegas by just four earlier in the season.
Does Mulligan expect a letdown after the Fresno
State victory?
"There better not be a let down," he said. "No, 1 don’t
think there will be. They iSpartansi beat us before, and
we want to get that back."
Berry’s team doesn’t seem to be bothered by the lack
of consistency that plagued them early in the season,
according to Berry.
"We weren’t playing consistently at all," he said.
"But our defense especially is more consistent now,
(Greg) Vinson is doing a good job there."
"We still have a problem with unpressured turn-

Marian Schmidt
SJSU cagers practice for Thursday’s visit to UC Irvine. The
Spartans, tied for third in the PCAA with a 3 2 record and corn
ing oft a 51357 saueaker over Santa Barbara, will go for their
overs," he admitted. -It’s our biggest cause for concern.
The concentration, or lack of it, is what causes it."
Berry sees experience as the biggest advantage over
Irvine, whose only veteran is McDonald. The Spartans
start four seniors.
Despite the problems, SJSU is improving.
"The individuals are improving, so we’re improving
as a team," Berry said. "We’ve done a complete turnaround. We know we didn’t play well against Santa Bar-

fifth straight win. The Anteaters lost the last contest between
the two 8118

bara, and we’ll have to play a lot better to beat Irvine, but
we’re playing with more confidence now, and or defense
has really improved."
The Spartans continue their road trip Saturday night
at 7:30, when they visit Fullerton, tied for third in the
PCAA with SJSU.
Leon Wood, one of the league’s most explosive players, leads the Titans with an average of 18.4 points and 9.9
assists per game.

SJSU Hoopsters turn around, now tied for third
By Lisa Ewbank
Just when even loyal
fans were about to give up,
the Spartans did a complete
about-face
and
worked their way into the

Mid-week White Sale.

winning ranks of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
"The change seemed
to happen almost overnight," said SJSU head
coach Bill Berry. "It was
between the Utah and Fullerton games, and since
then we’ve been improving
by leaps and bounds."
January 8’s 77-68 loss
to Utah State is the last losing image in the minds of
Spartan players, an image
they are not at all eager to

rekindle
Since then, the Spartans have won four in a row
and inched their way to a
tie for third with Fullerton
State
After a so-so pre season, the Spartans were
part of a league-wide road
jinx and lost to hosts Pacific ( 77-71) and Utah
State.
"We weren’t playing
hard enough," Berry said.
"I can’t really put my finger on it. but I think they

thought they had so much
experience, all they hafkto
do was show up."
And now?
"Now they’re playing
with more determination.
The effort has improved
and they’re fun to watch,"
he said.
The win streak started
at home January 13 with a
73-60 win over Fullerton
and star Leon Wood. And
the 81-68 victory over UC
Irvine proved the previous
win was not a fluke.

Anteater
George
Turner took advantage of
the new three-point shot
and hit five-of-I0, but he
missed the most important
one
the one that would
have tied it with no time remaining.
Greg Vinson had his
best scoring night fo the
season with 20 points, and
grabbed nine rebounds to
lead the Spartans, and
Chris McNealy poured in
20 to share the scoring
lead.
January 18 marked the
renewal of the long-time rivalry between the Spartans and cross-town foe
Santa Clara.
McNealy led SJSU
with 20 points and nine rebounds as the Spartans

$
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dreamers.
Falling snow
means falling
prices during
Yosemite’s Midweek White Sale
That’s when our
rates range from pst $22.50 per
’person per night to $57.50*
You’ve never seen such a
savings
Our mid -week package
includes lodging, ski area transportation to and from Badger
Pass and a choice of: Two sessions in the Yosemite Ski School
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and an all -day lift
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Pass; or an all-day
cross-country
(Nordic) lesson.
So escape to
Yosemite midweek. Stay in cozy
Curry Village cabins, the Yosemite
Lodge or the historic Ahwahnee
Hotel. And for you non-skiers,
off-season rates at a 50% savings are available at Curry Village
and Yosemite Lodge. Special
rates apply Sunday through
Thursday night (excluding holidays). Call for reservations at
(209) 373-4171 or contact your
travel agent.
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prevailed 62-49 at Toso Pavilion.
Saturday’s bout with
host Santa Barbara was a
doozy, with guard Kevin
Bowland landing the winning bucket with just three
seconds to play. Bowland
popped in 17 to lead the
Spartans in the 58-57 victory.
Senior Bowland has
averaged 16.8 points in the
last five games, and has
moved his average for the
year up to 10.4, third on the
SJSU squad.
McNealy enters tonight’s contest with Irvine
just 31 points shy of becoming the ninth SJSU player
to reach the 1,000-careerpoint mark.
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1 Variety attracts students to dorm living;
halls offer convenience, interaction
By Mark Sweeny
Convenience and living with a variety of people are
the major reasons students choose to live in the seven residence halls at SJSU.
"This is my first year in the dorms, and it’s pretty
nice to meet so many people. I am on the volleyball team
and the girls thought it would be more convenient to live
in the dorms," explained Dawn McMahon, Washburn
’Hall resident and business major.

Convenience
Allen Hall resident adviser Alan Ogi said, "I feel that
the costs of living in the dorms equal that to an apartment
on the basis that the dorms are convenient. Meals are
made for you. All residents have to worry about is cleaning their own rooms, -and the only bill beyond the housing
payment is the phone bill."
The seven dormitories at SJSU are Allen Hall, Markham Hall, Moulder Hall, West Hall, Washburn Hall, Hoover Hall and Royce Hall. Approximately 1,800 spaces are
available.
"It’s a good environment to study," said Dana Skelton, West Hall seventh floor resident adviser.
"Other people are always around to help you. You get
to meet a lot of people and take part in a variety of activities," she said.

Renovation’
A two-year renovation plan to refurbish and remodel
the dormitories has begun. Allen Hall is the first resi-

dence hall schelduled for remodeling
"The housing department has hired an architect and
some of the changes include a new paint job on all the
wings and converting the formal lounge into a partial
study hall and an area used for group meetings and all
hall functions," Ogi said.
Cathy Curtin, assistant housing director. added, "The
money I for remodeling) is from the Dorm Revenue Fund
which is money we receive every year for room costs
which the students pay. Since they live in the dorm, it is
their right to have a safe, habitable and attractive place
to live in."
She added that Sigrid Rupp will be the project’s architect. Curtin said that she is impressed by the plans and
is looking forward to their implementation.

there has been no increase in dormitory fees this semesThe costs for double occupancy for the year are $2,782
for 19 meals, $2,484 for 15 meals and $2,380 for ten meals.
Students can pay their fees in two or four installments
which increase the cost by $16
West Hall is the only resident hall which offers single
rooms for an additional $100.
Curtin said that housing costs should increase this
year, but the members of the housing department have
not met and discussed the budget.
"We study every school in the system and try and
look at our costs and balance it with the costs systemwide," she said.
Residents were able to move into their halls last Sunday. However, meals in the Dining Commons were not
served until today.
"I would like to open the Dining Commons during the
first three days, but during Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, I have to hire the crew. I think we could handle the first three days with the staff we have now and
hopefully, the dining hall will be opened when the dorms
open soon," Bob Woodward, Dining Commons Manager,
explained.
ter.

New lights

West Hall residents also have had their regular lights
replaced with fluorescent lights. This change is not part of
the renovation plan. It was done to reduce energy costs.
Curtin said that this project is part of the Pacific Gas
and Electric energy saving projects, and they will be paying half of installation costs. Besides the additional increase in wattage, the fluorescent lights are expected to
reduce energy consumption by a significant amount.
"Fluorescent lights should save up to fifty percent in
energy costs," Skelton said, "and West is so large that it
takes up so much energy."

Menu change
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Privacy
Besides the food, students also complain about the
lack of privacy in the dormitories.
"I like the interaction with lots of people and you
would feel more confined in an apartment, but when you
want and need privacy, you can’t always get it," West
Hall resident Diane Carroll said.
"Residents do share a small space and they are living
and adjusting to life with many people. Most homes have
a maximum of six, and in Allen, there are 200 people.
Bathroom facilities are shared as well as a common dining area and you lose that privacy,"Ogi said.

Resident help

When a student is having problems or would like to
He added that one change in the menu will be the talk with someone, Ogi said that the resident advisers are
elimination of pork except for such breakfast items as willing to take the time to listen.
bacon and sausage. This was done to resolve the resi"One of the most valuable thing about being an residents’ complaints about the pork dinners.
dent adviser is getting to know the residents, helping
"I’m cooking for 1,800 residents," Woodward ex- them with their needs, informing them of resources, givplained, "not for a family of four or five, and I can’t com- ing them answers to their questions and pointing them in
pete with Mom’s cooking, but for $7 a day, it is all you can the right direction," he said.

No increases
Since housing contracts are written on a yearly basis,

Profs concerned with language
promote exercise in bad writing
By Cheryl Gimps
There are times when bad writing can actually be
considered good writing. But frustrated authors and English students, don’t get your hopes up -- there are exceptions. One such example is the Bulwer-Lytton Fiction
Contest celebrating terrible writing.
Begun by SJSU English professors, the contest is
named after Edward Lytton Bulwer, a 19th Century
writer second in popularity only to Charles Dickens,
according to Scott Rice, one of the founding professors of
the contest.
Entrants in the contest are required to submit what
they feel is the all-time worst beginning line of the worst
possible novel. The idea was inspired by Bulwer-Lytton’s
,1830 novel, "Paul Clifford", which began with the famous
line plagiarized by that ’literate’ beagle Snoopy, "It was a
dark and stormy night .
But why would highly proper English professors want
to salute terrible writing? According to Rice, "The contest was founded on the desire to sponsor a democratic literary competition. I suppose you could call it ’talentist
chauvinism’."
Rice also noted that the contest is an attempt to call
attention to SJSU’s writing program with its tongue-incheek approach. "Most people who enter the contest will
be writing parodies, and have definite ideas as to what Is
good and what is bad."
A parody is a perfectly legitimate means of making a
point, Scott explained. It is lighthearted but serious at the
same time, and appeals to people who are concerned with
language.
As the contest enters its second year, it has been open
to the public for the first time. The categories are unlimited, but the entries must be original and unpublished.
"The entries will be judged by an undistinguished

complete, well-balanced meal. We will
make a mistake, but we do offer variety."
He said that an increase in food costs to residents next
fall should be 10 percent. He basis his prediction on the
rate of inflation, but he said that eating in the Dining Corn
mons has several advantages.
"If you are a fairly big eater and don’t like to wash
dishes or spend time cooking, living in the dorms is a good
idea," Woodward said.
eat and we otter a
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panel of judges and awards will be consistent with the resources and generosity of the English department, both of
which are rather scarce," Rice said.
The deadline for the contest is Feb. 15 and many responses from all over California have already arrived.
The most recent about two bagels in a Jewish woman’s
bakery, "It was the worst of worsts, it was the best of
worsts," parodies Dickens’ "A Tale of Two Cities."

la__SPART.AGUIDE
The Science Film Series continues on Saturday
and Sunday in Lawrence
Hall.
For
information
about times and admission, call Barbara Ando or
Marilyn Smith at 642-2275.
The American Lung Asso-

ciation is sponsoring a
workshop on food allergies
and the parent stresses related to childhood asthma
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday at Mercury Savings,
19376 Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Cupertino. For more information, call Carol Benigno

JAZZ SHOES
FOR DANCE, GENERAL EXCURSIONS AND
RANDOM COOL BEHAVIOR

at 998-LUNG
Sign-ups for bowling, badminton and basketball
begin Monday at the Leisure Services office. For
more information, call 2772972.
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FREE TRIP TO MAZATLAN. MEXICO
DURING THE SPRING BREAK 1983
we took over 5.000 students in h
weeks from 110 Colleges and Universitie,
We need reps on your campus that are
willing to work during their spare time iii
return for a free trip, The trip for
April 2
San Jose State is March 27
For more information call Tony or Dennis
on our toll free watts line at
1-800-528-6025
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